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REVUELTO HAPPENINGS.
Messrs Willie and John Mitchel
went to Tucumcari Sunday.
Paris Masterson, of Grady, at
tended the social given at the
home of G. O. Jenkins Saturday
night.
Little Rue Abbott is on the sick
list.
Miss Fannie Cannon took Sun
day dinner with Mrs. D. E. Jenk
ins.
Quite a number went to the egg
hunt Sunday at Mr. Gordenier's.
Those that took Sunday dinner
at the Shiplet home were Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Cummings and family,
Misses Faye Jenkins and Jessie
Spurlock, and Messrs Homer and
Earnest Cummings,
Mr. ana Mrs. uooarum, ana
family spent Sunday with Mrs
Goodrums' sister Mrs. Gordenier.
Mr. and Mrs. Spurlock spent
Easter in Tucumcari.
We're listening for the wedding
bells to ring soon.
Adrian Lucas was in the city of
Reyuelto Sunday.
Mrs. D. E. Jenkins visited
home folk Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Shiplet
spent Sunday night at the Scott

Contest No,

bo&L

Department of the Interior,
Land Office. Tucumcari, New.

(J. !
Mex

March IS. MS.
To Charles Dupree of San Jon, New
Mexico, Contestee;
You are hereby no tl fled that Ed
ward 0. Williams who .fives San Jon
New Mexico, as his post oitlce address
did on February 18, 1915, file in this
office his dulj corroborated applica
tion to contest and secure the can
celation of your Homestead Entry
mo. 012823 .Serial No. 012823 made
Sec
December 27, 1909, for NW1-tion 10, Township u north Range 33
east of, New Mexico Principal Mer
idian, and as grounds for his contest
he alleges that Charles Dupree had
wholly abandoned the said entry for
more than three years last past and
the said abandonment still exists and
has not been cured at this time,
That said theentryman neverearned
the said land so as to pass the same

mi SUN!"

tAur, or TiiiSuNiHiNa State--

NUMBER

9. 1913

012823.
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JUST
RECEIVED

Z. T. McDaniel is having bis
C. O. Armstrong; has completed
pump, at the wagon yard repaired
a new garage for Dr. Boggs.
Alt kinds of dried fruits on
Tom Anderson and Dan Sim
band.
Sq Deal Cash Store.
home a new list
Mrs. A. H Jewell moved to the ineton each took
er Thursday.
A. J. Craig place Monday.
4 lbs. of 30 ct. per lb. coffee
Bring your Notary Work, of al
Child-ren1 1.
And headquarters for
for
kinds to this offiice.
Pratts Best Flour.
Messrs Custer and Wills unloaded
Sq. Deal Cash Store
a car or coal for Z. T. McDaniel,
Mrs. R. M. Home Sr., Mrs. R
Tuesday.
M. Home Jr.. and Mrs. Tom
Mrs. Martin and father, W, T
Home came up from Bard Thurs
Brown Sr. were trading in San
day for a visit with W. W. Ben
Jon Monday.
nett and mother, and Mrs. Hugh
to patent.
R. C. Mundell and Archie Jen Home.
You are, therefore, further notified
kins went to Lockney, last Satur
and other Laxative Salts,
the said allegations will be tak
that
Jad
day, by auto.
en as confessed, and your said entry
Pinex and other Cough syrups
will be canceled without further
A full line of staple and fancy Podolax and other laxative syrups,
hand at the new school supplies, Toilet soaps, face
right to be heard, either before this
office or on appeal, if you fail to file
adv. powders and cold creams, Paints,
store.
in this office within twehty days
Candies, 'and Cigars. Oyer 500
after the FOURTH publication of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Welden different Drugs.
this notice, as shown below, your an
San Jon,
and H. F. Sunderland were pleas
Drug Store.
under oath, specifically respond'
swur,
adv.
ant callers at this office Wednes
ing to these allegations of contest,
H. F. Sunderland and family.
day.
together with due proof that you
THE STEADY GROWTH OF THIS BANK IS AN INDICATION
served a copy of your answer
have
visited
April
friends
who
been
have
was
by
section
visiting
Our
To AFFORD EVOr ITS CONSTANTLY INCREASING SERVICE.
011 the said contestant either in per
inter
and
Wednesday,
after
looking
property
showers Tuesday,
ERY CUSTOMER THE PROMPTEST ATTENTION AND THE MOST
son or by registered mail.
and Thursday which is making ests here tbe past week or ten days home.
COURTEOUS AND EFFICIENT SERVICE IS THE AIM OF OU
You should state in your answer
took the Friday morning train for
PAINSTAKthe grass start.
THAT THE PUBLIC APPRECIATE
office
name
of
which
to
the
MANAGEMENT.
post
Misses Bessie Abbott and Marie the
a visit with
for
desire
be
Arkansas,
to
sent
future
notices
Loy,
BY
LARGE
THE
SHOWN
who
you
IS
ING CAREFUL BANKING SERVICE
social given
Miss Nina Horn, of Bard,
to Saterlee attended the
to
and
Mrs.
Sunderland's
you.
parents
BenINCREASE IN OUR BUSINESS.
at the G. O. Jenkins home Satur
has been yisiting with the
B, P. Donohoo, Register.
look up a location,
returnnight,
DEPOSITORY FOR UNITED STATES
netts since Tuesday
Felipe Sanchez y Baca, Receiver,
day night.
NOTICE
GOVERNMENT.
ed home Thursday evening.
Misses Clauda and Dorothy Ro- - Date of tint publication, Mar, I9, lgl5
'
will be in San Jon the 3rd
"
We
"
secend
Mar 26, lylo.
tramble Spent Saturday night at
KILL THOSE PRAIRIE DOGS
of each month prepared
third
2, 1915.
April
Saturday
I handle pinchot oil so.ct per gal.
the Gordenier home.
fourth
0, lgl5.
and
April
do
to
Veterinary, Surgical
W. W. Bennett.
Mr.
arrived
Earnest
Cummings
reason
Dentistry work. Prices
CONTEST NOTICE
Saturday from Oklahoma, with
C. L. Owen, accompanied by able. Examination Free.
Tucumcari, N. M.
Serial No. 010437
his buggy and team.
Look out
Tom Home of Bard made a trip
Dr. J. W. Wallen and
" 011200
"
to Tucumcari, Monday, in Mr. ady,
0. G. Coate. girls."
6521
No.
'
Contest
"Red Rose"
Owen's auto,' returning Tuesday.
Capital and Surpuss
Tbe L. M.I. Club will meet at
S.
Land
U.
of
Interior
tbe
Department
a
(Jflice at Tucumcari, Mew Mexico
Mrs. Frank Atkinson's April 15th IN THE DISTRICT COURT
T. V. Jennings took borne
March 15, 1915.
is
a
W.
T.
OF
EIGHTH
lister
THE
Monday.
new
JUDICIAL
1915.
To Heirs and Legal representatives
Roll Call answered by each DISTRICT OF THE STATE
hustler and we expect to hear of a
widow of Isaac Williams, of Con
and
fall.
this
his
of
on
member giving a suggestion
OF NEW MEXICO, WITHIN
place
bumper crop
Oklahoma, and Norton,
nerville,
suitable to cook this AND FOR THE COUNTY OF New
Mexico, Contestee:
Haye you seen the new lot of something
time of the year.
QUAY.
You are hereby notified
that
ginghams, and dress goods?
over
on
talk
Short
making
Joseph L. Hilton who gives San Jon,
Jesse C. Pearson,
Sq. Deal Cash Store.
e
New Mex. as his
address,
spring clothing.
Plaintiff,
ELK
J. D. Griffiths purchased a new
did on Feb. 18, 1qi5, file in this office
Madams
Wernet,
Griffiths,
Hay
will
No.
vs.
which
he
.
1513
Aermotor windmill
his duly corroborated application to STEAM HEAT AND BATH
nes and T. W. Jennings.
Samuel B. Boswell,
CLEAN COMFORTABLE PLACE
contest
and secure the cancellation
erect over the well at his place x
Advice on how to take care of
COME and SEE US.
B.
of the Homestead of Isaac Williams
Boswell,
miles north of town.
and
Notary Public
milk and butter.
Madams
50
& 75 cts. Rooms by week or
Serial
No.
010437,
xo.
Rates
Deceased,
Entry
Boswell,
Sylvia
the
Jose
We are offering for sale
010437 and 011200 made May 9, lgOSand
month
Stutts, Aston, and Nellie Bennett J. E. Waldrup,
San Jon,
Sentinel
I. Romero homestead, of 160
of SEJf, and
J. D. Lovelady. Prop
Mrs. Denton and Mrs. Cuba Minnie
May 5, IgOg for NE1-New Mix
Waldrup,
SE1-New Mex. building.
of NE1-- and Nof NE1-- Sec- Tucumcari,
acres near Bard, New Mexico, at Armstrong, will talk on useful
Emma Pearce,
VV
p
Q.Town-sbiSWJ oi section
tions and
$oo on easy payments.
stggestions in crocheting and
Defendants.
9 North, Range 33 East of the
Tucumcari.
of
Bank
National
First
bring some samples.
New Mexico Principal Meridian, and
You and each of you are hereby
as
grounds for his contest he alNOTICE
notified that an action has been leges that the Heirs and legal repre
I am agent for the celebrated
PROGRAM, LITERARY
commenced against you by the a- - sentatives of Isaac Williams, deceasInquire of
CnrinirfipM War on.
SOCIETY
bove named plaintiff, Jesse C. ed, have wholly abandoned the said
since the death of theentryman
Z. T. McDaniel, for prices.
earson, in the aforesaid Court, entry or
I9O9
1910, that the said widow
in
San Jon, N. M.
April
W. A .Stalkup
16,
1915
night,
Friday
in attachment, to recover the sum and heirs of
entryman have sold all
. .Norman Owen.
Recitation
of one hundred seventeen dollars
off said land and have
was
maniimprovments
Considerable interest
''
...
Earl Stutts. and thirty-fivand
to cultivate the same ever
cents
failed
(117.35)
held
"
fested in tbe school election
. .. . . ..May Simington.
interest and for costs of suit and since' the death of the entryman. That
last Monday at this place when 59
the said abandonment still exists,
Georgia Boggs,
attourney's fees.
"
and that the land has never been
Liltie McDaniel.
yotes were cast for school director
You are further notified that all
earned
by the said heirs and legal repwith the following result. For Dialogue
Hattie Freeman. the
title and interest of you, resentatives nor by the entryman so
right,
three
a
for
year
school director
..Lillie Pearson. or
any of you. in and to the North- as to pass the same to pasent.
Harold Bennett.
term, T. W. Jennings received 27 Reading
west Quarter of Section .Five,
You. are, therefore, further noti
''
votes and Dr. Jas. P. Boggs 32
,
Esther Jennings.
fied
that the said allegations will be
Ten
Township
North, Range
"
Mrs. Owen. Thirty-fou- r
votes.
taken as confessed, and your said
M.
M.
N.
P.
East,
.........Andrew Parr. lias been attached and unless you entrv will be canceled without fur
W. W. Bennett went to Tucumther ilht to be heard, either before
"
Mrs. McDaniel.
cari Tuesday night to meet his sisenter, or cause to be entered, your this office or on appeal, if you fall to
"
Mrs.
Stutts.
",
ter Mrs. H. B. Home and children
appearance in the said cause on or file in this office within twenty days
OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY J?OR
R.
Recitation
Denton..
0.
visit
to
who came out Wednesday
before the first day of the October after the FOURTH publication of
INVESTMENT.'
"
. . ..Miss M. Armstrong.
notice, as shown below, your anrelatives and friends at San Jon
1915 Term of the District Court this
..Mrs.
under oath, specifically respondswer,
Denton,
Dialogue
weeks.
and Bard for several
within and for the County and
to
these allegations
Mr.
Owen.
ing
been
who is a mail clerk has
State aforesaid, beginning on the together with due proof that you
.
.Mose
Aston.
Recitation
Mrs
SAN )ON, tbe Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the
transferred to California and
4th day of October 191 5, judge have served a copy of your answer on
"
Pearson.
Tedy
ment will be rendered against you the said contestant either in person
Home will 'visit with relatives
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo"
Orville Denton.
mail.
or
run.
by
a
be
registered
until
permanent
here
and your property sold to satisfy
gets
cated About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
"
Mrs. Denton.
You should state in your answer
the same.
"
the name of the post office to which
A pair of twins a boy and girl,
. ..Mrs. Nellie Bennett.
trading point of the valley.
R. A. Prentice, Tucumcari. you desire future notices to be sent
were born to Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Debate, Captains, Ellis Robinson,
for
you.
Delwin Armstrong. New Mexico, is attorney
Carter on the 27th of March 1915
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
little
Write for prices, terms and
girl
Plaintiff.
the
6th
and 00 April
Resolved that tbe InSubject:
Sanchez y Baca, Receiver.
Felipe
V
t
literature to
to
D.
descriptive
J.
lived,
Finegan,
dian received worse treatment at (seal)
passed away, having only
Date-oMarch
19,1915
first
publication
Court.
of
District
Clerk
the
the bands of the whites, than the
brighten this world, ten days.
'
" " second "
26,1915
We join their many friends and whites did at the hands of the In"
" third
HERMAN GERHARDT, mgr., Tucumcal, Jit. M. W
April 2, 1915
in
sympathy
extending
"
9
dians.
neighbors
fourth
Igl5
Mrs. Roy McCracken and child
-C- Rto the bereaved relatives.
1 4 A AA AAAAAAifc
Ellis Robinson and
Affirmative
af Winslow, Arizona, was met TTTTf Tf TTTTTTTTTf f ITTTTI
ren,
J. A. Atkins
We sell for less. Pay us a visJ. T. WHITE, Local Agt., San Jon, N. M
at this' place
Friday, by
Bring your contest work
D.
and
Stote.
Cash
Deal
Armstrong
it. Square
Negative....
her father W. A. Rotramble, to this office,
O. R . Denton.
W. W. Bennett. Prop.
whom she will visit for some time.
to-da-
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Liver Tone" V3 Give You the test Uver
You Sick!
You Ever HadDoesn't &

stlnc calomel! It

day's work. If you
feel laxy. sluggish, bilious or constipated, listen to dm!
Calomel Is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones
Calomel, Then it comes into contact
with sour bile crashes Into it, breaking
it up. This is when you feel that aw
ful nausea and cramping. If you feel
"all knocked out." If your liter is tor-piand bowels constipated or you
coated
hsT
headache, dirtiness,
tongue, if breath Is bad or stomach
sour Just try a spoonful of harmless
Dodson's Liver Tone.
Here's my guarantee Co to any
drug store or dealer and get a
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone. Tike a

tick. Dont )om

d

50-ce-

r

"Steal or Kill
Traffic in the downtown district of
St Louis was blocked for half an hour
the other day when Frank Witt, a machinist out of work, paraded the
streets wearing the following sandwich
sign:
"Chief Young wants 300 more policemen to stop the Increasing crimes
"What shall I do?
"No work, no money, four motherless children to feed.
"Shall I steal, commit highway robbery or kill myself and children?
"One thousand are in the same position In this city today.
"Enormous luxury; enormous poverty.
"What shall I dor
"The sign." said Witt In Jail, "was
my only way of attracting attention in
the hope of getting a job. I've tried
everything else. My wife died recently."
SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY IT!
Keep Your Locks Youthful, Dark,
Glossy snd Thick With Gsrden
Sage snd Sulphur.
When you dsrken your hair with
Sago Tea and Sulphur, no one can
telL because it's done so naturally, so
thla
mixture,
evenly.
Preparing
though, at home Is mussy and troublesome. For SO cents you can buy at
tonic
any drug store the ready-to-us- e
called "Wyeth's Ssge and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." Ton just dampen a
sponge or soft brush with It and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morning all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
Ton will also disand luxuriant
cover dandruff Is gone and hair has
stopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no disgrace. Is a sign of old age, and as we
an desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur and look years
younger. Adv.
.

Ths easiest thing In the world to
make Is a mistake. The next easiest
is trouble.

-
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CyPottiisV

HANFORD'O

Balsam of Myirii
ForCIls.Wlni'VV
Cats, I jmrnesg,
Strains, Bunches, X
Thrash, Old Sores,
Nail Wounds, Foot Rot
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc. Etc. N
Utij Siace 184& tSfif

l

PrlM23SOcaa!$1.0O

A Soluble Antiseptic IWrJer to
be dissolved in water as needed

For Douches

la the local treatment of woman's Urn,
such aa lenoortboa sad iniUin nation, hoi
doachas of Paxtine are vary efficacious.
Mo woman who has ever nasd medicated
doeehes will tail to appreciate the elaaa and
healthy eoodMoa Pax Una prodaoat and lbs
prompt relief from sotanam aad discomfort
which Sallows its nso.Thia ia became Paxtine
casernes naeriar
olsiwg,
iagamdhaelleg propartiea.

For tan years the Lydla X.
Plnkheca KedidseCo. haareo-wi- n

teaTiarge box or by mail.

Im

raxton xouet

uav

E

Haanple tree.
Boston,

HAM gAjjflUa
Jaaiai

I

avfaaMiaala
VMle.lr
Si Caiia

Sign of

No Visible
in

POULTRY
Over-Supp- ly

IN HOUSES

man finds

Farmers' Wives Study Details of lust- .nose and Are Eager to Learn of
Better Ways to Cars for
Fowls Conditions Change.
i

WELDER.)

DAMPNESS

Ususlly Causae by Moisture lahslsd
1y Few's snd Can Be Oot Rid ef
Only by Ventilation.

Products.

(Ft J

AVOID

Often the poultry
poultry house covered with frost inside snd as the sun comes up and tbe
house warms it melts snd makes the
whole building damp, uncomfortable
and unheaJthfuL In many cases ths
owner tries to prevent this by making tbe house warmer and cutting
down the ventilation. In most esses
this Is just the opposite of what ahould
be done.
Thla dampness Is usually caused by
the moisture exhaled by the birds and
can be got rid of only by thorough
ventilation. Thia meana that a certain
amount of fresh air must constantly
enter the bouse and pass out sgaln.
To permit this without causing a
draft an opening in the south side of
the house should be covered with cotton cloth. This will not make tbe
temperature of tbe house much lower,
and it will make the house more comfortable and tbe hens more profitable.

one-fiftiet-h

0

d
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THINGS W03TH TRYING HEW

Add
Effective Touches Thst Will Not
but
to ths Cost of ths Dishes
Will Add Msterislly t

Their Flsvor.
hanket
Oh, you housekeepers who
after something s little different thai
will not add to tbe "cost of living,
have you ever tried:
Tinv red peppers to garnish you
salad plates snd give tbe touch of de
sired color, when tomatoes are not
to be had, or are prohibitive in price!
A ceuter of yellow cheese for thr
tomato salad that Is arranged to rep
resent a poinsettia?
Halves of canned pears, piled up
with white grapes and nuts for a salad
in the pale yellow tones?
Or asparagus tips on white lettuce
leaves if to get tbat special colorini
you prefer not to use fruit?
Rings of green peppers on greenish
lettuce, with a garnishing of French
salad Is
peas when an
?

Roquefort cheese, grated, or chopped
anion in your French dressing?
from a past
. Cheese balls molded
made of cream, chopped nuts and pars
ley, and seasoned with salt pepper, a

dash of paprika and Worcestershire
sauce?
Or this same paste used as a filling
for sandwiches? Thin bread and but
ter sandwiches of brown bread to be
served with your salad in place of the
more orthodox wafers?
A sprinkling of paprika on top of the
regulation stuffed potatoes?
Small white heads of cabbage, boiled
and adorned with a cream dressing,
instead of the more aristocratic and
costly cauliflower?
rahhaen or turnlrs au rratln In
place of potatoes cooked in tbe same
fashion?
A sauerkraut stuffing for goose or
duck If you have any hankering after
"Dutch" dishes?
A boiled dregslng made with cream
Instead of oil and seasoned with a
double quantity of mustard with you!
Dutch suppers?
.Tripe with a very highly seasoned
cream gravy, or chicken livers broiled
with bacon, when you are at your wits'
end for something new and not too ex
pensive in the way of meats?
Ripe bananas peeled, laid in earthen
dish, water to cover, sprinkled with
brown sugar and a few drops of lemon
Juice and baked slowly for about half
an hour? If a few chopped nuts or dot
of apple jelly are added to each pop
tlon the effect is prettier.
Use Mild Soip.
strong washing powders or
kitchen soaps should be used on linoleum, as tbey slowly fade the pattern,
destroy tbe dressing, and so make tbe
linoleum look old and grimy, says a
Country Gentleman writer.
Clear water may be used and mild
soaps which are really mild enough
to be used as toilet soaps.
Wiping up the linoleum with milk
has more disadvantages than advantages. The sugar and tbe fat In the
milk seem to glaze tbe linoleum, but
the stickiness of It will in time make
the linoleum bold more dirt and in the
end give a grimy appearance.
A thin coating of tbe best varnish
twice a year will do much toward
keeping the linoleum bright and shiny
and preventing wear.
New Luncheon Dish.
Poach an egg carefully in boiling
water to which a squeeze of lemon
Juice has been added, trim It neatly
with a round cutter, mask It with some
thick, nicely flavored white sauce
which is still warm, and put it aside to
get cold. Dust tbe egg lightly wltb
flour, brush it over with beaten egg
cover thickly with dried bread crumbs
seasoned with salt and pepper, and fry

PLATE

Large Guns Useless.

DIFFERENT."

No

AilMOn

The New Process, it is
Claimed. Will Make

LITTLI
ALL GOOD AND JUST A

his

The farmer's idess of poultry-rai- s
ing bare changed considerably from
what they were ' a few years ago.
Everywhere on the farms s more intelligent interest is being tsken In
the subject
The fanner st last bis realized
that the poultry is a good source of
Income, and Is willing to take some
trouble and spend a little money to
make it even more so, instead of
leaving the womenfolks to struggle
along with the fowls as best they
msy, without say help or conveniences.
Not much in the way of eggs was
expected of them, and they fully real- TREE INSECTS ARE NUMEROUS
ized these expectation
A Wrong Impression.
Usually they
A German looking for a person by
Over 30,000 Species on Record of
the name of Dunn, who owed him
Which Over 400 Are Known to
Affect the Apple Tree.
money, asked a young fellow near
Sweeny's eating house where No. 66
Chatham street was, as be "wished to
By E. M. PATCH !
There are very many different spefind Mr. Dunn."
cies of insects ranging in size from
The fellow told him to go into
of an inch to
less than
Sweeny's eating house and the man
about eight incbea in length. From
near the window was Mr. Dunn. The
the United States alone over 30.000
German went into the eating house
species have been recorded of which
and went up to a man who happened
400 are known to affect In greater
over
to be aa Irishman.
or
less
degree the apple tree or its
"Are you Dunn?" said the German.
fruit Though there sre many that
"Done?" said Pat "By my soul. I
are. it must not be supposed that all
have Just started."
Philadelphia
Insects sre injurious, for by far the
Record.
larger number are either harmless or
actually beneficial. Ruthless destruction of Insects by means of trap lanCROSS
IS
terns and the like is to be deprecated
since these methods are as apt to
Pure-BreA
capture tbe beneficial and tbe harmless as the injurious. Poisons, traps,
FEVERISH
did not aupply what eggs were needed in the farmer's family, and the and other repressive measures must
farmer often remarked to his wife: be used with caution, and at the right
Look, Mother! If tongue is "Tour chickens are a perfect nuis- time and place in order to be most
ance. I can't set a thing down but effective.
coated, give "California
Before It is possible to combat an
they are into It" (poor things! it was
of
Figs."
Syrup
that or go hungry!) "and they don't insect pest intelligently we must learn
Children love thia "fruit laxative," lay an egg."
something of its habits and of its
and nothing else cleanses the tender
Conditions are changing. The most
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
of the responsibility for the poultry
A child simply will not stop playing on the farms still rests on the womis
to empty the bowels, and the result
en, but instead of being considered a
they become tightly clogged with nuisance, the fowls are treated with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach respect and consideration, as an imsours, then your little one becomes portant part of the business of the
feverish, don't eat farm. They have neat comfortable
cross, half-sicsleep or set naturally, breath is bsd, houses, and yards, and acratcbing-sheds- ,
system full of cold, has sore throat
where they can be contented
stomach-ach- e
or diarrhoea. Listen, and happy, and keep industriously at
Mother! See it tongue is coated, then work in cold as well as warm weathof "California er. The fafmer and his wife both
give a teaspoonful
Syrup of Figs," and In a few hours all now feel It to be s reflection on their
the constipated waste, sour bile snd management If the hens do not lay
undigested food passes out of the sys more eggs than the family uses, in
tem, and you have a well child again. winter as well as summer.
Millions of mothers give "California
It is a common thing to see a beauSyrup of Figs" because it is perfectly tiful flock of pure-brepoultry on a
harmless; children love it, and it nev- farm and when farmers or farmers
er fails to act on the stomach, liver wives meet it is seldom they part
and bowels.
without asking: "How are your hens
bottle doing? Are they laying well?" and
Ask at the store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which unless it is slresdy known, they are
has full directions for bsbies, children sure to ask each other: "What breed
of all ages snd for grown-up- s
plainly of hens do you keep?"
printed on the bottle. Adv.
They are studying the poultry business in all Its details, snd are eager
Delivery.
to learn of better ways of caring for
Winter Stages of Insects:!, Eggs
Church I see the letter carriers in their fowls, and of conveniences to
walkFrom Which Tent Csterplllsrs Hatch.
Portugal save themselves much
use about the work.
2, Cocoon of "eeropla Moth 3, Win
ing on Sunday by delivering letters at
In some neighborhoods the women
Tall Moth 4, Eggs
church.
of the farm meet on certain after- ter Neat of
Tussock Moth on Co
Gotham But I should thing the de- noons, to talk over their
of
ths
Antique
experiences
livery of the letter carrier would In- with their poultry; to discuss the coon.
of
the preacher.
terfere with that
questions of feeding snd csrlng for vulnerable points. When these are
them, snd to read together the poultry known proper remedial measures may
DRINK LOTS OF WATER
helps to be found In the agricultural then be taken for its extermination
TO FLUSH THE KIDNEYS sections of the newspapers.
or repression.
This Interest is not confined to the
farms, but is also felt In the small
Eat Less Meat snd Take Salta for towns
Protect Fruit Trees.
and villages At tbe meetings
Trouble-Neutralize
Backachs or Bladder
The following method of poisoning
of the aid societies you will hear disAcids.
cussions on how to care for the hens was used successfully in sn orchsrd
to make them lay, and many a woman near Fort Collins, Colo., last winter,
TJrlc acid in meat excites the kidkilled in one
living in a small town helps out her 60 jsckrsbblts being
neys, they become overworked; get husband's Income by nearly, or quite, night:
Cut a slit In an ancle and Insert
sluggish, ache, and feel like lumps o( paying the grocer- - bills with eggs
lead. The urine becomes cloudy; the and
from a small flock of atrvchnlne alkaloid, powdered, tbe right
poultry
bladder is irritated, and you may be pure-breamount being what tbe tip of a knife
fowls kept in tbe yard.
blade will hold, close the silt snd
obliged to seek relief two or three
times during the night When the kidwipe the apple to remove tbe bitter
Scatter the
neys clog you must help them flush
drug on the outside.
off the body's urinous waste or you'll
poisoned bait through the orchard at
be a real sick person shortly. At first
the bate of tbe trees.
you feel a dull misery In the kidney
region, you suffer from backache, sick
Hsy Feeding.
A German experiment station has
headache, dizziness, stomach gets sour,
A good cow Is ths est milk matongue coated and you feel rheumatic
been feeding hay which hai been
chine.
is
bad.
when
weather
the
stored for from one to three yesrs, to
twinges
a a a
Eat less meat drink lots of water;
find If Its digestibility has been influOne of the farm teams should be
also get from any pharmacist four
enced by storage. Tbe conclusion arbrood mares
ounces of Jad Salts; take a
rived at was that hay was Just ss diin a glass of water before
after storing as before storIt Is best for the average farmer to gestible
breakfast for a few days and your
and
that the chief loss wss a meing,
handle the draft breeds.
chanical loss due to dropping of tbe
kidneys will then act fine. This fa
a e
moua salts Is made from the acid of
leaves. Experiments were made both
Strong, vigorous cows are more re- with meadow bay and clover bay that
grapes and lemon Juice, combined
with lithla, and has been used for sistant to disease than their weaker bad been stored in the loft
generations to clean clogged kidney sisters.
e
e
and stimulate them to normal activity,
Lsnds Suitable for Pastures.
now
be
Protein
msy
bought cbesper
in
also to neutralize the acids
urine
The more fertile the lend tbe better
so it no longer is a source of lrrt'u-tlon- , in cottonseed mesl than in any other the pasture, but for economic reasons
purchased feed.
thus ending bladder weakness
the rough fields and gullied hillsides
e e a
Jad Salta is inexpensive, cannot it
should be the first to be used for
Spasmodic salting, a handful in the grass. The Increasing prices of meets
Jure; makes a delightful effervescent
to
when
think and of farm labor will often make ths
you happen
lithia-w'ate- r
drink which everyone manger
should take now and then to keep the of It is not the best way.
fertile fields more profitable in pasture than In tilled crops. The conkidneys clean and active. Druggists
Much depends upon the early trainhero say they sell lots of Jsd Salts to
venience of water for the stock should
folks who believe in overcoming kid- ing of the colt Teach a rapid walk not be overlooked In choosing a field
the first thing when the colt Is put for a pasture. ,
ney trouble while It is only trouble.
in harness.
Adv.
a a a
Canada Thistles.
In the cold parte of the country,
How She Loves Her!
If you have any Canada- - thlstlea or
He Yes; Ennyntrudo was born on every window abould have a tight quack grass on your farm, start early
board shutter to close over the win- to
April 1
prevent them from growing above
dow on cold nights.
She Late as usual!
the
ground. Plants cannot gather food
a
a
e
without the tope to change the plant
The ram should not run with the food to plant tissue, and by keeping
Never marry a Jealous woman. A
One bunt from him might cause
flock.
woman who is Jealous Is almost as bsd
the tops cut off yon can gradually
tbe loss of a lamb, and possibly the starve them est
aa
who isn't
ewe.
table-spoonf-

dui Paztlae In their
privets ectresuoedaBse with women, which peeves Its safari
ertty. Woman whoMhave seen
salievei Say it is worth Ua
wefcrhs in aoM." Atdratttota.

IN

Bin

J

v.!

Always Get

spoonful and if It dossal straighten
yon right up and make you feel fine
and vigorous I want you to go back to
the store and get your money. Dod
son's Liver Tons is destroying the
sale of calomel because it is real liver
medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore
it cannot salivate or make you sick.
I guarantee that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
sluggish liver to work snd clean your
bowels of that sour bile snd constipated waste which is clogging your
system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that a bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone will keep your entire family feeling fine for months. Give it to
your children. It Is harmless; doesn't
gripe and they like ita pleasant taste.

INTEREST

SENTINEL

Another of th term of experiment! to
ng power of a inUig
determine the
recently conducted wuh
cIim of rnv.r
eitreirelv satisfactory results. be Kortitica-tiomade
built ol tint metal might
and it would be useless to
bombard them.
It ii also uelesi to try to make a luccets
in life 'f handicapped by poor health. You
lack the strength and itamina necessary to

ret

u

'n the majority ef caaea of
poor health,
-ttomacb trouble ia the real auae; but thia
diet
carefui
and the
can I corrected by
assistance of Hostetter's Stomach Bitten.
It tone, strengthens and helps the dices-tifunctions and when tbe food it properand renewed vigor is
ly digested, strength
sent coursing through the entire ayitem.
The prcper time for action la when you
notice the first symptoms of weakness, such
aa loss of appetite, headache, bloating,
our stomach, indication or
heartburn,
Hostet-ter'- a
constipation and by reporting to
Stomach Bitten you can help Nature
conquer them. Delay only aggravates matter and prolongs your suffering.
Take a bottle home with you today but
tee that the atamp over tbe neck is un'
broken.

w

Mayor tells policemen to club the
right man, but who's going to admit
he's the right man?

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING
Clrlal Try Thlsl Mskes Hslr Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
Mors Itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after an application of Danderine you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, fine and downy at first yes but
really new jair growing all over tbe
scalp.
A little Danderine immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference bow dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with
I anderlne
and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is amaz
ingyour hair will be light fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an Incomparable luster,
loftneos and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Dander'ne from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatment that's
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will just try a lite
tie Danderine. Adv.
Must Have Healthful Sleep.
Edison, the inventor, has been
quoted aa saying that little sleep is
necessary, and that the time will come
when mankind will not sleep at all,
and therefore not waste a fourth or
fifth of valuable time of the 24 hours
of the day In a condition equivalent
to death. At the moment, of course,
Mr. Edison was breaking into tbe role
AH of
of the professional humorist.
the thing called nature demands rest,
and the most eloquent description of
misery ever written was that In "Macbeth," when It was declared that the
murderous thane should sleep no more
that he had murdered sleep. So the
person who falls to have healthful
sleep has in one way or another murdered sleep.
Overhead Charges.
"The overhead charges in
this country1 are something awful.
Gotham I should say so. I Just
read that American women yearly buy
more than $10,000,000 worth of millinery supplies from France."
Church

That's Enough.
Wlggs What causes divorce?
Waggs Men, women and marit quickly (one and a halt minutes riage.
should be sufficient) in a bath of boll
"The way of the transgressor Is
lng fat Serve the egg on a round ol
buttered toast and garnish the plate hard," but It seems to be mostly down
hill. Pittsburgh Sun.
with watercress.
Veal Croquettes.
Put two cupfuls of finely chopped
veal in a saucepan, add two
of fine bread crumbs, one
teaspoonfula of butter, the beaten
yolks of two eggs, one teaspoonful of
onion Juice, quarter teaspoonful of salt
one saltspoonful paprika and a speck
of mace. Stir tbe mixture over tbe
fire until thoroughly heated, then set
aside to cool. Shape into croquettes,
dip in beaten egg, roll in fine crumbs,
let stand one or more hours, and fry
until well browned. Serve with tomato sauce.

STRENGTH.
Without Overloading The Stomach.

table-spoonfu-

the Tsblecloth.
It is suggested tbat when a tablecloth wears thin around the edge of
the uble. at it frequently does before
showing signs of wear elsewhere, It is
a simple matter to out out the worn
strip and to Insert in its place a strip
of heavy but not necessarily expensive
lace.
Renewing

The business man, especially, needs
food in the morning that will not overload the stomach, but give mental vigor for the day.
Much depends on the start a man
gets each day as to how be may expect to accomplish the work on hand.
He can't he alert with a heavy, fried
meat-an-

d

potatoes breakfast, requiring

it

a lot of vital energy in digesting
A Calif, business man found a food
combination for producing energy, lie

writes:
"For years I was unable U hod n
breakfast food that had nutrition
enough to sustain a business man
without overloading his stomach, causing indigestion and kindred ailments.
"Being a very busy and also a very
nervous man, I had about decided to
give up breakfast altogether. But luckily I was Induced to try Grape-Nut"Since that morning I have been
man; can work without tiring,
my head Is clear and my nerves strong
and quiet.
"I find that Grape-Nutwith a little
sugar and a small quantity of cold
milk, makes a delicious morning meal,
which Invigorates me for the day's
business."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek. Mich. Read. "The Road to Well-vllle- ."
In pkgs. 'There'a a Reason."
read tki abava
Evr
r A etesv
aa appears trmm tin letter
Ttaer
tine.
kaiaaaak
(ra aa4 A11'
La? "Bia
s.

Lacing the Fowl.
Instead of sewing up turkey, duck,
etc, sfter stuffing, run some toothpicks scross the opening and lace up
with string. When the fowl ia done,
first pull the toothpicks out and the
string falls off.

For Grssse Stained Floors.
Ton will be delighted to see how
quickly grease spots will disappear
from floors when yon apply a little
IKIOPftL
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Second battalion of Canadian light Infantry of the First brigade leaving Salisbury Plain for the front.
CAT

BAD BOYS WIN V. C.
Village Terrors Are Now
claimed as Heroes.

Ac- -

iShow Remarkable Nerve In the Face
of Great Danger and Are Awarded

Highest Honor In British
Service.

the school" never

flinched.

With his
comrade he galloped back to the bat-terwith the precious field pieces.
Both were awarded Victoria crosses.
Lance Corporal Fuller's story Is almost the same.
The "Bad Boy of Swansea" was incorrigible until taken In hand by the
Swansea Industrial school. He. too,
acquired a respect for discipline and
joined the Royal Welsh regiment.
It was at the battle of the Alsne,
when near Chivy the regiment
fearful losses, that Fuller's
chance came. Outnumbered six to
one, the Royal Welsh fought desperately to hold their position. Officer
after officer went down, among Jhem
Captain Haggard, the Swansea "bad
boy's" company commander, who fell
shouting, "Stick It, Welsh." Nobly the
bad boy and his few remaining comrades "stuck it," and when retirement
was Inevitable Fuller went back for
his officer. He had to run a hundred
yards under murderous rifle and
gun Are before he found his captain. Captain Haggard, knowing himself to be mortally wounded, ordered
the plucky "noncom" to go back, but
Fuller insisted upon picking him up
and carrying him on his shoulders to
a place of comparative safety.

CHAPERON
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CHICKS

Watches Over Them Dally With
Mother's Care Till They
Go to Roost.
Jefferson City. Mo. A cat that
cares for a brood of chickens is the
property of Mrs. John P. Gordon, wife
of the state auditor.
The cat attracted the attention of
neighbors some time ago by Its peculiar conduct. At first it was thought
It was following the chickens around
to kill one for a meal. This idea was
soon dissipated when day after day
the performance was repeated.
Then it was observed that the. cat
attached Itself to a brood of late "fry'
era," now about half grown. It watches
over this bunch of chickens with ap
parent motherly solicitude, follows
them about all day and never leaves
them until they go to roost for the
night. Then the cat returns to .the
Gordon residence and conducts her
self, so far as known, during the night
just as any other respectable feline.
This story is vouched for by all the
Gordon neighbors.

London. Here's the story of two
i"bad boys" who made good in the
great European war.
Formerly the despair of their parents and teachers, Driver Job Henry
Drain, Thirty-seventbattery, Royal
;Fleld Artillery, and Lance Corporal
William Fuller of the Royal Welsh
regiment are now popular heroes and
the pride of the towns of which they
were once considered the disgrace.
For the "bad boys" of Barking and
.Swansea have won the little bronze
crosses which enable them to place
the letters V. C. after their names, and
which put them on the roll of England's greatest heroes for all time.
Donates 8leeplng Quarters to Troops.
Barking, in Essex, and Swansea, in
Plymouth, England. Mrs. Waldorf
Wales, are far apart and Drain and
Astor, who is living at Plymouth, has
Fuller may never meet, but their sto
given all the men In two Scotch regl
ries are sufficiently similar to tell to
ments encamped there cottages In
gether.
which to sleep.
Drain is the son of a Barking labor
er, and as a boy he never made any
killing him Instantly. The victim was
pretense about wishing to rise in the
a
civilian. He was the twenty-firs- t
world. He hated school and played CLEFT By
DART killed
in
by German
itruant so often he was placed in the
and French aeroplanes, shells and
walthamstow Truant school.
stray bullets.
Job throve exceedingly on the regular life at the reform farm, and curi- Man Transfixed by a Shot From
HOT COFFEE FOR SOLDIERS
ously enough took readily to the physTeuton Aviator.
ical and military drill, a part of the
'curriculum. He was a clean-builyouth of sixteen when three
years ago be was told that he must Steel Arrow Goes From Head to Foot,
choose a career and leave his place
Dogs
Killing Man Instantly
of detention. He elected to join the
Scurry for 8helter When
army and entered the Royal Field ArThey Hear Cannon.
tillery as a "boy."
He was eighteen and a half when
By A. R. DECKER.
the great war broke out, and bis batCorrespondent of the Chicago News.
tery was one of the first In the field,
France. BeautifulIhavlng moved to France with the Irish ly clear and crisp winter weather
division. At Mons and during the fabrought out the French and German
mous retreat Drain did his duty and aviators
today. The first to appear
looked after his pair of gun horses In was a German air craft from Metz. It
fine style, but it was at Le Cateau was a brand new
biplane with broad
that he had the opportunity of show- spreading wings and shining armor.
ing that bad boys at school were not
The big yellow bird flew nearly
necessarily Incorrigible.
overhead and dropped something
There his battery got Into a tight which
gleamed white for an instant
corner, and it seemed certain that tho and then disappeared from view. I
guns must be captured by the advanc- waited tensely for the explosion, which
ing Germans. Guns are the app'e of failed to come. The aviator departed
an artilleryman's eye, and the officers In the direction of Ste. Genevieve.
called for volunteers to save them. Afterward I learned that he had
Most of the gunners had been killed,
dropped a card with a message that
ibut with a comrade, Driver Frederick the kaiser sent salutations to
Luke, the "Bad Boy of Barking"
on bis birthday and that later
dashed through a hall of bullets and. he would endeavor to send more sub
hitching up his teams, brought back stantial greetings in the form of
three guns In succession. Before the shells.
two heroes got the third gun away
The aviator of the kaiser kept his
the German Infantry were within a word. This afternoon the German
bathundred yards, but the "worst boy in
tery in the quarry at Norroy bombardA French housewife has opened a
ed the town and shells fell near the
railroad station, on the boulevatd and little coffee house along one of the
FRENCH GUN ON RAILS
routes of march and serves hot coffee
at the gas works.
When the first shell raced in, leav- and tea to the soldiers. She has named
ing a trail of high pitched noise, I was her little inn "The Hearty Welcome."
standing at the corner of the main
cross street where some dogs were
prowling about. The first dull boom SPINSTERS BECKON IN VAIN
of the cannon sent them running like
mad Into a neighboring hallway. Most Monument of Oregon Bachelor Bears
of the people also sought shelter until
Unique Expression of His Endurthe storm of flying steel bad passed.
ing Aversion to Matrimony.
Heavy cannonading was heard In
the east, along the Sellle river, all the
Myrtle Point, Or.- - "To an indeafternoon, and, to follow It more close- pendent,
bachelor, who
ly, I walked up and down the bank of In his younger dy preferred to live
the Moselle from the sentinel at one a single life rather than get married
end of the town to the sentinel at the and be ruled by u petticoat boss
other end. who mark the limits of my through, this life and perhaps in
liberty. Suddenly I heard a purring eternity."
noise coming from a northerly direcA granite monument bearing this
tion and, looking up, I saw coming unique epitaph and surmounted by
swiftly toward me a German aero- the rather heroic effigy of a bachelor
plane, which might have been the standing on one side of the River Jorthat came earlier In the day. I dan, with three old maids on the
V'52 "' '";; 1 same
watched It with my glasses, and as he other, beckoning him to cross, marks
had done In the morning the aviator I the grave of F. B. Walte, an eccen-nobo
dropped something which gleamed , trie resident of Myrtle Point,
One of the huge guns of the French
carriage spe- for an instant in the sunshine before died recently at an advanced age
artillery, mounted on
In his will Walte left explicit direccially constructed for transportation it was lost to view.
Later I learned the object the flyer tions for the hewing of the monuby rail, is seen here being discharged.
This gun is trained on some German had dropped was a steel arrow which ment, and the Inscription it should
transfixed a man from head to foot, bear.
trenches about two miles away.
suf-fere- d
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Above Forts on the European side of the Bosporus. Below
In the distance may be seen several Turkish warship.
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of an ancient fort guarding Constantinople.
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General view of the military base at
members of Kitchener's new army.

Etaples-Pas-de-Calal-
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In northern

France, recently occupied by 350,000

MACHINE GUN MEN CREEP INTO POSITION

n

well-set-u- p

n

St

This picture, an actual scene on the western battle line, shows a German
tachment moving closer and closer to the enemy's lines in an effort to gain
trenches can be swept with gunfire preparatory to a charge. So effective is
that the few men seen in the picture could withstand an entire regiment if
open fteld.
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THE

LOOK-OU- T

light artillery and machine gun de

a position from which the allies'

the Are of these light machine guns
the latter charged them across an

INVENTOR OF FAMOUS GUN

FOR GERMANS
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good-lookin-
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Gen. Saint Claire Deville,
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Belgian outposts on the seacoast north of Boulogne.
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of the famous French
gun.

inventor

A back rest for motorcyclists, to be)
fastened around the waist from tbo
handle bars of a machine, Is an Eng.
llah novelty.
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Such a Thing as the Shot Bag 8hown
In the Illustration la a Pointer-G- ood
Idea Is Box for

There Is no doubt children will more
readily learn neatness If It is taught
attractively. Children by nature are
To
careless, and oftentimes lazy.
make them pick up their belongings
and put them away In tbe proper
places is quite as much trouble as do
ing it one's self..
They leave their shoes around probably because there Is no chafra In
putting them away in a closet, but if
a child is given a shoe bag for its own,
to be hung Inside the closet door, like
the one shown, it will be a pleasure
to put the shoes away and visit with
the tiny figures pictured there.
The foundation is gray or tan linen
and the figures are worked in brilliant
colors, using mercerized cotton fast

'
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Tippcpary Cottage

colors.

Si.liiilill

Little folks never tire of the old
woman who lived in a shoe, and her
large family, or the kittens who lost
their mittens (because they had no
bag). A row of tiny boy and girl fig'
ures, each in different stages of put
ting on their shoes, is another sug
gestlon for decoration that will ap
peal to children also.
Mothers may be saved many pen'
nles and children taught a lesson in
neatness if they are provided with
case for keeping their pencils. What A severity of line In this restaurant
gown of Russian green velvet and
mother has not experienced the wild
the trimming of brilliant rhinestones
bunt for pencils when it was time to
a very fashionable combination
start to school? All this commotion
Just now. The skirt of this frock is
can be saved by making a case on the
short and flares, but the suppleness
Bhoe bag order.'
of the figure does away with any
Put tbe runners In to take a pencil
bulky effect. Roses shading from a
in each pocket One-hal- f
of the bag
could be given to the pockets for the
pink to a deep red trim the skirt
pencils. Tbe other halt could be a
larger pocket into which to slip a
scratch pad. On the outside of tbe for little people besides. But it is
case over tbe larger pocket one could much better for mothers to come down
to the children's way of thinking and
let them learn good habits in their
own way. One child, it will be found,
will like a tin pail, another will only
be happy if taught neatness through
the medium of satin and lace.

mm INCE a ditty with a marching gray mass which had caught my eye
swing to it has put the name of was the famous rock crowned with
men's King Cormac's chapel. The rock of
all
into
Tipperary
mouths, it is worth while know Cashel is a name known to Irish
tag something of that bit of people all the world over. Its greatIreland. In the New York Sun Law est day was when it was the seat of
rence Flick writes thus about it:.
the Munster kings, especially during
It is related that Cromwell once the reign of the illustrious and munifistood on a hilltop In Erin and sur cent Cormac.
"And if the court of the prelate king
veyed the smiling expanse of fertile
plain that unfolded before his eyes. was splendid and brilliant, the kingThin la a Innrt wnrth fivhtlnp fnr'" dom over which Cormac held sway
he exclaimed. He was gazing at the was worthy of such a capital and such
Golden Vale the heart of Tipperary. a monarch. It was rich and fertile
Tipperary today is a region as beau- and beautiful beyond all power of extiful as its people are hospitable and pression. It teemed with plenty its
STYLE IN HATS AND COATS
rt
t
kindly; a peaceful region quietly pros- resources were inexhaustible.. From
one
to
of
a
another
blue
their
mountain
perous; people proud
range
history
Various Shapes of Becoming Millinery
and their relics of the golden age of it was a garden and a cornfield and
Are Shown Garment for Wear
Cashel of the Kings. It is a region a school all in one. There must have
Over Evening Gown.
whose story is Interwoven with the been a great happiness all over the
most glorious and the most distress- Golden Vale then, for the chroniclers
black hat Is
The small, close-fittining events of Irish history. It is a re- tell us that the kingdom was 'filled
first favorite, but is often bright
still
divine
vivid
with
color
and
with
with
and
worldly prospergrace
gion bright
ened by vivid hued flowers, sometimes
romance.
ity. . . . Tbe cattle needed no cowherd
A word about the Tipperary of to- and the flocks no shepherd so long as
Just one huge velvet rose, poised at
the back, or the high plain caps have
day. There is Tipperary the county he was king.' "
a band about half way up, set with
Where the Devil Took a Bite.
and Tipperary the garrison town. TipThe Rock of Cashel. whereon Coralternate small roses or camellias and
perary town is described as a "slow"
sort of a place, which never recovered mac built his chapel, is one of the
plcquets of tiny mixed blossoms. One
of the new and very becoming larger
from the "kick up" in the Irish party most startling freaks of nature to be
after Parnell's death. Tipperary coun- seen in all Ireland. Three hundred
shapes was seen tbe other day. It
was of black velvet, with crown of
ty is in the Irish province of Munster feet of sheer rock Jut out of an imwhite moire, and a mass of fluffy os
and is the sixth largest county in Ire- mense smooth plain. Generations of
trich feathers at the right side. A
land, having more than a million Irishmen, from away back before Cormodel
acres of peat bog, meadow, field and mac's time, have wondered how It
serviceable and ultra-smacame there. And in their poetic fashseen at the same time was entirely
mountain.
Shoe Bag for Children.
ion they have explained the natural
Varied and Picturesque.
made of black moire ribbon, deftly
It is a varied and picturesque land. phenomenon by means of a curious work a couple of brownies, an owl, or manipulated.
Most of It is a great plain. On its legend. If you stand on the rock you a squirrel.
There is no more useful garment
southern border are the Knockmeal-dow- n can see off in the distance the Devil's
Most mothers know the value of a then the picturesque dinner coat
eve
mountains, and north of them Bit mountains.
pretty box for collecting toys, but I which, donned over a
The highest of them has a strange know of one child who never could ning gown, Imparts to it a delightfully
the wild Galtees. The Sulr is Tipperary 's biggest river. It takes its appearance of having been bitten off be taught to put away his toys until fresh and festive appearance. Some,
rise in the Devil's Bit and flows south- at the summit. The ragged edges his mother bought a
tin wa- made of vivid hued velvet or brocade,
ward and eastward by the historic seem to have been made by monstrous ter pall one day. The small man was bordered with fur, are Just like
towns of Templemore, Tburles, Cashel teeth. So they call them the Devil's told to put away his toys in the box, medieval surcoat, short or long, to
and Clonmel.
The River Shannon, Bit mountains. For, according to the but he promptly took the pail and suit the wearer's figure, the longer
the poets' own river, washes the bor- legend, the old tempter of mankind banged the toys Into It. Nor would ones usually having an ornate glrdlo
was once chasing an enemy around he ever put them away in the box of bead or Jewel work; but loose afder of the county.
Tipperary of this modern day is one the County Tipperary. The fiend was again. He liked to hear the noise, fairs of net or chiffon are more genof the best agricultural districts in both angry and hungry, , and he he said, "when the toys got fired in- erally becoming.
A charming examIreland. From Cashel to Limerick, stopped a moment to take a huge to the pail." Children are queer little ple worn recently was of emerald
right in the midst of Tipperary, bite out of the hills to the north of creatures, truly,
green chiffon and gorgeous black
stretches the Golden Vale, the most Cashel. But the runaway gained on
A Japanese matting box Is an Ideal and gold embroidery over a simple
fertile valley In ail Erin. Tipperary him when he paused for his bit of sup- - toy box. It is attractive, hard and jown of bluck charmeuse.
It was
is given mostly to agriculture and .vtr, and the fiend In his anger spat shiny inside, and makes a nice seat I wondtrfully effective.
e
dairying. There are some ancient '.he mouthful of rock after him. And
lead mines, whose ores hold a trace there it lies to this day to prove the
Severe Blouses,
of silver, but they engage only a small truth of the chronicle.
MATERIAL FOR THE FROCK
Shirt waists cut along mannish
St. Patrick, of course, was before
port of the populace. Large meal and
In style, are
flour mills are scattered over the King Cormac's day. The patron saint
Should Be Selected With View of Pre- lines, severely simple
a tremendous vogue this seacountry, and the town of Tipperary of Erin was a great figure In Tiphrvlnj
Too
Effects
Transparent
venting
son.
comes second only to the city of Cork perary. But even before St. Patrick's
They are particularly suitable
in Revealing the Figure.
to the business girl. Three attractive
as a butter market.
coming Cashel was a military strongwere seen recently. One was
The town of Tipperary is ancient, hold and the seat of kings. It Is reIt may take more material to make models
King John built a castle there as far lated that two swineherds dreamed a full skirt, but for thin fabrics there a finely striped silk, black and white
the color scheme of the shirt
back as the thirteenth century, and they saw an angel blessing the rock. Is
nothing better suited than the gath- being
one of the landmarks of the place is They told their dream to the king of
This was made with a high
waist.
or
season.
this
ered
flounqed skirt of
new Idea of the season
a
an old gatehouse which belonged to Munster, who built a fort there early
collar
Sheer fabrics, like moussellnes, oran Augustlnian monastery founded by in the fifth century.
which buttons up tightly to the throat.
cotInfinite
the
and
of
variety
Is the effect.
It was in this same century that gandies
Henry III.
some fullness to prevent Very chic but boyish
two blouses were of dainty
other
The
as the townspeople call Patrick came to convert Ireland. It tons, require
tearing as well as to prevent trans- handkerchief linen and showed a
it, hasn't a large population 6,000 ac- was on the Rock of Cashel that St.
parent effects beneath and while one
cording to the last available census Patrick preached to King Agus and petticoat was the rule and, indeed, graceful shoulder line.
figures. And one reason for this, they his people, and plucked from the all that the narrow skirts of last seasay, is that the lads and lasses of Tip- grass at his feet the little shamrock son could accommodate there were
Smart Suit,
A smart suit is made of
perary these many years have been that ever since has symbolized the some of us who were at some pains
cloth of firm and fairly thick
turning their faces toward the United blessed Trinity.
to hide tbe silhouette that would make
States. There are hundreds of thousItself visible underneath if one stood texture with the faintest broken
ands of Irishmen millions of them,
black line running through it. It has
Before the Days of Horseshoes.
against a strong light
perhaps, would come nearer the true
Readers of Homer and early classic
There are many charming flowered a big collar and careless Hyronic
mark in this country who remember authors who speak so frequently of cottons
black and buff
of
being brought out every day waistcoat a striped
well the original cause of this exodus. tbe horse and the part be played, par- and tbe
straggling pattern stray
dot Is also in evidence. satin with
polka
It was one of the results of the great ticularly in war, often wonder how he Soft white stuff, with pink or blue or Ing over it In black outlined with gold
Handsome black and gold
was shod. It certainly was not with yellow embroidered dots, or perhaps thread.
.boycott on landlords 28 years ago.
"bronze-hooved- "
Cashel of the Kings.
metal.
Homer's
little sprays of flowers In variegated enameled buttons are employed.
It ia not Tipperary the town, how- horses must have received that spe- colors were there ever prettier and
ever, that most endears Tipperary the cial designation because of the color more suitable materials and patterns
Large Hats and Dainty Hats.
Large hats with wide brims touched
county to Irishmen everywhere. It is of the hoof so often resembling bronze. for the cool little summer frocks, inCashel of the Kings and its resplen- The hoofs of horses in ancient times dispensable in a climate which in near- up with groups of pink roses are also
dent memories of a glory that will were frequently wrapped with cloth ly all parts of this great United States shown to go with tbe gowns that
The Romans, it is said, used various borders closely on the tropical for a should smell of lavender. Slim, yellow
Barer die.
Listen to this poetic description of methods to harden the hoofs of their month or two at least?
gloves are brought out by the smart
Cashel In William Bulfln's admirable horses that they might the better
glove makers of Paris and are feain America instead of the heavy,
tured
The author stand long marches. Bo far as we
"Rambles in Eirinn."
Cuffs.
Flaring
glimpses it in the distance from the know Nero, the Roman emperor, was
Some of the new coats are made cutsldo seam gloves of the last
vantage rock on which Cromwell the first to have his horses shod. The with tight, very long sleeves, that are decade.
shoes were of silver and were clamped almost glovelike in their fit at tbe
stood:
"Far away to the northeastward a to the foot Nails driven into tbe horn wrists. But some are made with a
Military Bows.
The newest military bow Is called
(Teat gray man canght the sunlight, of the foot appear to have been in use flaring cuff, like a Med.'cl collar at
and looking more intently I could in the time of William the Conqueror the wrong place. These deep, flaring the Georgette. 'It has two ears and
make out the roofs and walls of a in the eleventh century. Our Dumb cuffs, usually on velvet coats, are cjily one loop. It may be made of va
rtous materials.
tows. It was ancient CaaheL The Animals.
headed with bands of velvet
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Make the Liver
Do its Duty

What They Were Hiding.
1 linneKtlv h'lieve." remarked Aunt
Sarah Jane, "them Oldhnms Is gettin'
to be reg'lar Agnostics. They don't
keep the family Bible on tne center
table In the best room now."
"Well," replied Aunt Ann Eliza,
"'tlsn't their religion they're hiding.
It's their age. Them Oldham girls Is
getting on."

gentlybutfirmlycom
pel a lazy liver 10
do its duty.
Cures Con
stipation, I
digestion,
Sick
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and Distress After Eating.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,

Genuine must bear Signature

Beautiful Recipe Book For Every
Woman.
We have been asked by the Calumet
Baking Powder Company of Chicago to
announce through the columns of this
publication that they have Just gotten up
one of the beBt Keclpe Hooka ever published. 16 Dageg of which are beautifully
Illustrated, showing In the color. a lot of
dainty dlxhes and good things to t.it that
can be rrepard with Calumet taking
Powder.
In addition to this there are 252 valuable recipes and numerous household hints
prepared by the most noted lomestic Science teachers and Cooking Kxperts.
We know you will find this a very valu
able book, as you will have use for it
almost every day.
All you hHve to do to get one Is to take
the slip that you find In a pound can of
Calumet Raking Powder, (ill In your name
and address according to the instructions
on the slip and mail It to the Calumet
Uaklng Powder Company, Chicago. 111.
If you are not already using Calumet
Baking Powder, we would suggestthat
you try It today. You will find It whole
some and economical to use.
You will find It a Baking Powder of un.
usual merit and the recipe book one of
the most henutlful and useful hooks of
this kind that you have ever possessed.

Adv.

The Reason.

"Why did you critics roast that
piece?"
"Because it was so raw."

The man who borrows trouble is
always anxious to pay back in your
own coin.
Red Cross Hall Blue, made in America,
therefore the best, delights the housewife.
Adv.
All good grocers.

Get In the push and you won't need
a pull.
A good camel will travel 100 miles a
day for ten days.

Put Off Old Age
old folks are bent and
Some

shaky.

Others are straight and strong. It can't
be mere "oldness that works such havoc.
No it's too often uric acid. Fight off
this Hie sapping poison. Help the lud
neys take it from the blood. To aid
them, live carefully aod stimulate their
action with the old reliable medicine,
Doan's Kidney Pills.

An Oklahoma Case
, .Mrs. A Randolph,
Cherokea

'Mun Brtwi Mi

St.,

NEGLECT YOUR SCALP

says:

Enid,
'

suffered
And Lose Your Hair. Cuticura
vents It Trial Free.

Boston.

Sold everywhere.

Adv.

It's nil right to In lieve only half
you hc:ir; but the trouble is to know
which half.

yeara
terribly
disordered

from

Cuticura Soap shampoos cler.nse
and purify the scalp of dandruff while
the Ointment soothes and heals the
Irritated sculp skin. Dandruff and
Get acItching are hair destroyers.
quainted with these supercreamy emol
lients for the skin and scalp.
Samplo each free by mail with liook.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY,

It' wMR
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I

1

Llll
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Okla.,

tor

I
Once
kidneys.
was sick abed for
several weeks and
the pain I under
went was awful.
Doan's Kidney Pills
got my kidneys
working right and
..11 he gravel stones

Pre-

.

1

s so

I

v ed

and

passed oft. I soon
got well and occasional use of Doan's
Mils since hus kept ma In good

'I I

Tf

Cst Doan's at Any Store,

BOe

Bos

DOAN'S WAV

CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

II
W. N. V.,

Oklahoma City, No.

15.
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"Tip-rar-ry-

Kansas CUr,
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well-wor-
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Mr. Andor Kiss, No.

thank you enough for blng cured.
For seven long years i oocionta
ef
renorts tin
Th r.mon
steadily for my catarrh and cough.
wnlcn coal ro nunumii vi uui
fort of Judge Wallure of the Kansas
mlara. But my catarrh grew worse
City Criminal court to enrorce n- orIih.I
the time. Even though I was
all
lie
laws,
blue
the Sunday
or all under the treatment of some of
arrest
and
dered the Indictment
as the most famous doctors, I still
keepers of shops, stores mid parks,
had a tembit eougn ana tnought
n
uii o,.tnr nnd other perform
sometimes that I moutd choke.
I then
I could pet no air.
ers. One of the places of amusement
bought a bottle of Peruna, and
was a hippodrome of wild anlinnls.
Inthat evening and all night my
and In Its zwtl the grand Jury had
wife gave It to 'me according
dicted a number of actors at this place
to the directions, and I felt beton Information furnished by witnesses
ter the following day already.
issued
were
employed there. Warrnnts
Three days later I felt much Imand the marshal was directed to bring
proved, and today, after the use
of the fourth bottle, I feel en
the Indicted ones before the bar.
tirely cured. I can conscien"Call Mary Garden," suld the Jmlpe.
recommend this grand
the
tiously
deputy
Garden!"
yelled
"Mury
medicine to every citizen.""
marshal.
A Good Cough Tablet
There was an appreciable delay, and
There are people who object
then suddenly the door opened nnd
For
to taking fluid medicines.
into the crowded court room rame two
Peruna
the
Tablets
such
people
of
powerful
men dragging, at the end
are especially valuable. They
ex-- ,
chains, an angry lioness, who
are convenient to carry in the
situation
the
of
pressed her disapproval
pocket
by emitting a deafening roar.
When the stampede was stopped and
order restored the overenthusiastic
1udee found that he had caused the
Indictment of some hundred or more
animals, including lions, timers, leopards hvenns does, cats and pips, all
Nine times in ten when the liver is
of which were at the roust house
.1.
t. nHMnK anrl
arst einlit
ontrnnre rrentlne such a dlstlirhance
LIIILfc
CARTLK
0
that the whole neighborhood had pone
PILLS
into a state of siege. New York Sun. LIVER

ni

the Toys.

i A til

ALL

Caused
Indict m.nt. Too Hastily Issued
Soma Commotion wnen interested Ones Appeared.

REALLY EASY TO TEACH HIM
HABITS OF NEATNESS.

A

BROUGHT

For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

ALCOHOL-- 3

PER CENT
AYeecfable Preparation
Food and Regulating (he S lomachs and Bowels cf

Always

Bears the

Promotes Ditfcstionf hre rPninessand RcsLContains neither
Opium, Morphine nor Mineral

-

Not Nakc otic

Signature,
of

Ptipt tfOU DrSAMCeiffntER
Pumphti Suit
h'vtktth Wtt .,
Au tt Sud

fiifitrinaUStiU
n'trm Slid

CUridSujw
hintymit fhver
A

perfect Remedy forConstips.
Hon. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions, Feverish-nes- s
and Loss
Sleep.

of

FacSimlle Signature of

Tms Centaur Company.

NEW YORK.

Exact Copy of Wrapper,
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ASPIC JELLY BY OLD METHOD

HOPE

Z3

i

Flavor Universally Acknowledged
Far Superior to That Made In the
Kasier Way.
housekeepers cling to

Finally Restored To Heakh
By Lydia E. Pinkham't
Vegetable Compound.

the old way of making aspic, claiming
that its flavor is far superior to the
easier made product. It Is Indeed ex-

I was in a terrible

a knuckle

BelleToe, Ohio.- -"

tate before I took LydU E. Pinkham's

Those Who Exercise Thrift. Practice Due Economy, and Adopt
weather keeps
Reasonable Methods Are
as where gelatin

cellent and In cold
Us form quite as well
Is used to stiffen.
Get from the butcher

Sure to Prosper.

bone of ham, a calf's foot and a
knuckle of veal. Put Into two quarts
of cold water, and set ove the Are
where it will come slowly to a boll.
Add one onion with four cloves stuck
into it a large carrot, a bunch of
soup berbs and a spice bag. Cook
gently for four or five hours until the
water is reduced about
Strain
and set aside to cool.
When cold remove every suspicion
of fat and return the thickened Jelly
to a clean saucepan with the crushed
shells and beaten whites of two eggs,
a tablespoonful of tarragon vinegar,
and lemon juice or wine as preferred,
to season. Salt and pepper to taste,
and keep stirring until the jelly nearly reaches the boiling point and a
thick scum has formed. Remove that,
then draw to one side of the fire and
simmer gently for 15 minutes. Set
back covered, until the Jelly settles,
then strain through a Jelly bng two
or three times until quite clear. Pour
into a mold that has been soaked in
cold wather, then pack In a pan of
snow or broken ice until bard. If you
desire to have the jelly a pretty red
color, add sufficient tomato to color at
the same time and add the lemon or

Those who are Interested in developing tha agricultural resources of
pound, Hy back
Western Canada In bringing to the
acheduntu I thought
notice of those whom they desire to
it would break, I had
over
all
take part in this development present
me,
paint
nervous feelinga and
only the facts. There has never been
periodic troubles.. I
given the impression that farming in
waa very weak and
Western Canada could be carried on
run down and was
without effort or labor, but it has been
I
I Hmm ImmmtlB tiammtmr rV
V
.
losing hope of ever
successfully stated that better results-caa
SUM M i xerr hiamda a ewasr
x
well
and
be secured with less outlay of
being
I
Send ie coupon below,
strong. After takcapital, either in money or labor, than
a
This
with one signature and 10c
continent.
on
else
the
ing Lydia E. Pink- anywhere
ia stamps or coin, and we
barn's Vegetable Compound I improved
has been proven time and time again.
will tend you at once one of
rapidly and today am a well woman. I
gold-she- ll
Hundreds of cases could be cited
theae beautiful initial solid
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
where men have taken up farma,
ll
rings. This will
cannot say too much for your Compound.
from
or
purohased
either a homestead,
be fur ring. Us it to show
Would not be without it in the house if
railways or land companies, and with
coupon
your friends what a remarkIt cost three times the amount "Mrs.
able offer this i. Get five
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capital
offer
induce
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this
make
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offer
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We
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This wonderful introductory
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April IS, 1915. $end the coupon below today you
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to have you
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package of Arbucklea Ground Coffee n$w
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future.
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They
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cupful of fruit Juice. Mix I have had some success. The only
Mr. J. A. Hnghes, Red Level. Ala.,:
oldest
was
I
had
a
paper-lineinto
boy,
tin,
my
help that
cured Rheumatism 1 bad forty yuan well and pour
and now helping my wife."
which is also well protected with pa- who was 8 years old when I arrived
Mr. J.M. Clark, CrawfordvlUe,Oa.,B.4:"Haventhad
in Alberta."
any symptoms of rheumatism since wearing them.-- ' per on tbe outside. Bake for two and
Better than ever
For foil particulars, explaining the manner in which
oven.
f
About fifty miles west of Wetaskl-wi- n
moderate
in
a
hours
are
from
and
and
copper
oxygen
nitrogen
produced
dissine and converted into electricity; how electricity This should be made at least a week
there is a partially timbered
and carbonic gases aOecl the system; free trial
When ready to trict lying between Buck Lake and
offer, other testimonial and bank guarantee, write before serving it
M. E. BOGLE, AUSTIN, TEXAS serve, wrap each slice in white par- Pigeon Lake. All this land is ready
affin paper, tied with a red ribbon and for homesteadlng, and judging from a
a sprig of fir tucked under the rib- letter received by a resident there,
this would seem to be an 'deal place
bon. The Mother's Magazine.
is constantly growing in favor because il
for a farmer who desired such surDoes Not Stick to the Iron
Reef Used In Salad.
roundings. This settler lives on the
sod it will not injure the finest fabric. For
Although beef is not at all an idea shore of Buck Lake, his land Is willow
laundry purposes it his no equal 16 ox. salad meat, surprisingly good meat brush, which is easy to clear. Some
more starch for same money. salad
package 10c
may be made from a small piece of the lumber is good saw timber,
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha. Nebraska
of boiled beef (boullll). A half cupful and lots of good logs for buildings can
cut In small pieces and be bad, as well as rails for fencing.
lOo a Roll of such meat
cooked vegetables For wheat growing the soil Is excemixed
with
dainty
Any Size
and
a
dressing may be llent Water is easily secured, fishing
Advice With Motive.
mayonnaise
Feeling of 8ecurity.
Film packs, any alse, 16c: Prints up to and Including
Embarrassing Interruption.
Let
Vc; 3Hx3M and 8H"M, tcj mi6H.
Bill Saw you out horseback riding,
and will make an unexpect Is good and plentiful and game is any2zH.
"I am much bothered," he said; "I
"What do you think?" exclaimed
our rJ.m experts give yon better results. Eastman very tasty
thing but scarce. The settlers are Mrs. Twobble. "While the relief com- can marry a wealthy widow whom I today.
Kodaks, Films and all Kodaks Supplies sent OS edly large salad.
prepaid. Send ns your next roll and let
The vinaigrette of beef, a popula? mostly from the United States and mittee was holding an important meet- don't love or a poor girl that I love
Jill Oh, did you?
eonvluce you we are doing better Kodak finishing.
Send for catalog.
"I suppose you feel as safe on a
way with the French of using left ovei Canada. Advertisement
afternoon in my draw- intensely. What shall I do?"
yesterday
ing
Weetfall Drug Co., Kodak Dept.
same
the
is
boiled
as you would on a trolley?"
his
horse
advised
to
beef,
practically
"Listen
to
the
came
woman
room
heart,"
a
your
ragged
Oklahoma City
MB W. Main
ing
Eastman Aaantt
"Safer. You are not expected te
Necessary to Know.
thing as a beef salad, except that the
house and asked for food. She had a companion, "and marry the one you
"Do you think she Is too fat to be
meat Is cut in as pretty slices as pos
love."
give up your seat to a lady on a horse."
Freshness.
baby In her arms, too!"
sible and allowed to lie in the dressing beautiful?"
"You are right, my friend. I shall
"Wnat did you do?" asked Mrs. Gad-soPatience What do you think?
"I don't know her well "enough to
for a time before it is served. This it
Practice I can't Imagine.
marry the girl."
It isn't heroism so much as the acIs her father
"Then you can give me the widow's cidental limelight upon it that makes
"I wrote my name on an egg one of what Is called marinating the beet. It pass an opinion.
"Sent her about her business, of
course
I was reading my report to address?"
our hens laid before we sent it to is good for luncheon with hot vege wealthy?"
heroes.
the committee and had no time to
market, and J got a proposal of mar- tables.
bother with stray beggars."
riage from the man who got it."
Up and Down.
Many a man who knows his own
Vinaigrette of Beef.
"Guess the man must 4ave been
"Do you believe that truth crushed mind is not overburdened with knowlSTOMACH
left
some
slices
thin
in
Cut
ovej
Wash day la amile. day if you use Red to earth will rise again?"
fresher than the egg."
edge.
boiled beef and let it lie an hour in a
Cross Ball Blue, American made, therefore
"I do to be floored the next mintbe best made. Adv.
marinating mixture made as follows
ute."
Stubborn Throat troubles are eaaily r
Thin one scant teaspoonful of mustard
to
never
monotonous
Life
is
the
soak
"CASCARETS" FOR
with enough oil and vinegar to
Explanatory;
woman who can afford a cook.
They act like magic 8c at all Druggists.
the meat in. Use half and half oil
Mrs. JIggs looks
wonder
"I
why
and vinegar, or three times as much Tape's Diapepsfn" fixes sick,
The hardest work that some people
The paving of streets with wooden such a leaden color."
oil as vinegar, according to taste. Add
stomachs in
do is trying to avoid work.
"She says she has plumbago."
sour,
blocks originated in Russia.
gassy
SLUGGISH
salt and pepper and chopped fine herbs
five minutes.
to taste. A little chopped onion may
be used and the dish in which the
CAUTION !
Time It! In five minutes all stomach
When buFlnt W.L Douglas
No sick headache, sour stomach, meat Is marinated may be rubbed with distress will go. No Indigestion, heartshoe. lookTbr ha NAMB
AND PRICE stamped on
a clove of garlic.
biliousness or constipation
tb. DoMoaa. 8bes.' thus
burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
are always wortfe
ataapeS
no
SHOES
or eructations of undigested food,
MEN'S
th. phot paid lor them. For
by morning.
33 years w. 1 Douala. baa
Rice and Bacon.
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
luarasaan ussir value
SHOES
WOMEN'S
&
Boil one cupful of rice In plenty of
'
PraettMtarearwaainet
Pape's Diapepsln is noted for its
box now.
l&bprlowlorlruwlorshoei
Get a
Pj
salted water until done. Put in speed in regulating upset stomachs.
I
MISSES'
br having baa NAMB AND
BOYS'
Wff
boiling
Vx'
St
the
out
headache,
I
Turn the rascals
IT I PRICE
sT
aiasapod on tbe bo- a colander and wash several times in It is tbe surest, quickest and most certorn baton they leave uw
Va
7
sour
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick,
lfaetorT.rnb.parsiadaa
cold water or hold under faucet and tain indigestion remedy in the whole
jK7&?7lA
Tr'.-..rj4I to tale soma other make
stomach and foul gases turn them let
I otalaasd to bo Just a good.
of water run over It. Then
plenty
VY.
harmless.
g?lL
is
besides
it
and
L.
DOUGLAS
world,
WEARING
with
I
out
and keep them
out
place in a round casserole with
a
for
large
Please
Tinna-Imsake,
get
wr.
sxra
your
tie
T
of
and imported
mada
ahoM
th bast domes
-- Cascarets.
mi I n..i..
tT
cupful hot water. Sprinkle tbe
.fvT.
case of Pape's Diapepsln
learners, on tne jatewt moaeu, cwvmuy wfu.wuvw
j uo
Millions of men and women take a top with paprika and cover with very fifty-cewv
omvr
aa
mm
naaur.
ana
ZDert
in
tan
last
mwstsaEis. .noes su--e soia
country.
rrrmMHMmi$
pattern
stomach
and
store
your
from
W.
hoe
put
for
any
never
can
I
with
of
style
Douajlas
compete
equal price,
Cascaret now and then and
thin slices of bacon. Cover and bake
on being miserable-l- ife
workmsuuhlp and quality. As oomiortable, easy walking
know the misery caused by a lazy 30 minutes in a slow oven. Uncover right Don't keep
cm
anoe. tney are nnsurpaseeu.
v&ix AAuwwjMXMnmwu
nrg
.
jmwwwurr
not
are
here
and-.his too short you
Mr"FTh 3.00, 0 and M.00 ahoea win rlw as mod aerrle)
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom- and brown the bacon and serve at
so make your stay agreeable.
ne
ana
as
long,
to
M.O0
other make coating;
ajs.oo. j
en.ov,ao.ii
ach.
once.
make
So .SO shoes compare favorably with ether
Eat what you like and digest it; enmem
are manycosting
Don't put in another day of distress.
6.00 to
there
lire
Wnereveryou
in
rebellion
of
dread
without
anoe.
it
women
inem
joy
and
sjoiuiui
W.lLKQa;las
stomach;
wearing;
Let Cascarets cleanse your
With
anoe
Eggs,
ana tne will tell you mat w, a voufiai
cawuius
Spinach
tbe stomach.
remove the sour, fermenting food;
oe exoeuea lor tne price.
Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter;
in your
belongs
Diapepsln
Pape's
liver
from
bile
excess
your
W.
the
take
If yon eonld vlalt th
I Dongta factory at
when bubbling blend in one
home anyway. Should one of the famBrockton, naa.tana ee now eareiiuiy in Hues
and carry out all the constipated
of flour, than add one quart
re made, and the high grade leather used,
don't agree
waste matter and poison in the of finely chopped spinach and cook and ily eat something which
too would then understand why they look and
In case of an attack of
or
flt
with
them,
better, bold their .hap and wear longer
feel
will
great.
bowels. Then you
stir five minutes. Add half cupful of Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
than other make, for th price.
A Cascaret to night straightens yon cream, season with pepper and salt;
If your dealer cannot supply yon, write for Illus
at daytime or
out by morning. They work while cook and stir three minutes longer and stomach derangement
trated Catalog showing how to order by mall.
to give
is
it
the
handy
night,
BEWARE OF
during
from
box
you sleep. A
in a mound on a heated dish.
arrange
W.L.Douguu,210 Spark StBrocktooMaas.
Adr.
known.
relief
the
quickest
any drug store means a clear head, Garnish with slices of
eggs
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver and serve at once.
All His.
Appropriate Fate. v
ChUmonths.
and bowel action for
"What
did
Chey do with the train
a
does
much
"How
get
f.ogers
dren love Cascarets because, thei
.
Prune Cocktail.
robber?"
week?"
Adv.
sicken.
or
never gripe
I to I do.es often cure. "
Soak over night, stew and strain tbe
r
;.
"Railroaded him."
bouie SFOHJrfl gnarantaed t mm a eaa.
On.
"AH he earns; he's a bacfcnlor.'
Baf. for anr aoara. Bora, or oolL
then
Sweeten
slightly,
largest prunes.
Boston
Dose, boulea ts. 0t It of drogalats, I
Transcript.
Evening
The Instance, i
cool thoroughly on Ice and chop small.
. UNWI SHU.
Nerve and ability work In the same
of all fBrtas of I
SPOHN'8 lb bagfarv
"Did you take particular cognizance Add to the prune juice orange and
there
aerve
counbut
gets
kalsomtned
usually
direction,
SPOBN MKDIGdX OCX.
of
the
The
beauty
in
In
to
stir
flavor,
that saloon?"
lemon juice
chopped tenance is not even skin deep.
'jl
'
first. Macon Telegraph.
fruit and serve in glasses banked with
"No, sir; I took a drink."
crushed ice.
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This solid
initial ring given to you

gold-ahe-

now and mail today

Cut out the
one-pou-

'
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AFFLICTED PEOPLE
TAKE
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Other wonderful rings you can get
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Blectro-Positiv-

told-tile- d

one-hal-
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besu-llt-

Ihoa-stn-

Neuralgic-Rheumatis-
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one-hal-
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DEFIANCE STARCH

Films Developed

1
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BOILS

UaL
'2.50 3 '3.50 '4.00 '4.50 '5 '5.50

'2.00 '2.50 '3.00 '3.50 '4.00
ratV
'2.00 '2.50 W3rf.
'1.75 '2 2.503.00
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY

10-ce-

SHOES

one-fourt-

am

vniminWA

S3-S-

eS-O-

table-spoonf-
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aaaZ3vM,

10-ce-

hard-boile-
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Catarrhal Fever
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Eyes

Granulated Eyelids,
suretosan, Dust and Wl
j aickly relieved by Morlse

.No Smarting,
At
Comfort
Your Druggist's 50c per Bottle. MsrlM Eye
Sal vein TubM2Sc.FoTstokslilwEysrrseaak
Druggists or Marias treliaifr Ce.. Cakagt
lust

Ere

To
come

jlive
with
kin.

To Clean Brass Breads.
clean brass beds that have betarnished, apply a mixture of
oil and whiting, then rub clean
a roft dry flannel or chamois
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SAN JON, NEW MEXICO.
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Job,
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RESIDENCE

MEW MEXICO

furaisaesi aa Ap

Office, first stairway east of the
Vorenberg Hotel.
New Mex.
Tucumcari,

J. F, Ward.
Probate Clerk D. J. Finegan.

Sheriff

Superintendent of Schools
E. Pack.
Surveyor W. L. Traylor.

Office next to Land Office.

Tucumcari, New Mexico.

Commissioners

Bast Proof

R. C. Mundell, Justice of Peace.
Constable.
L. C. Martin,

U. S. Commissioner.
San Jon,
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ALLEN
School is progressing nicely at
this place, with good attendance.
Hobart Taylor and Hubert
Oglesby went to the plains of Texas to get work.
The Easthr service, followed by
an egg hunt tor the children, was
quite a success here Sunday and
a nice time generally.
Mr. Mathews and Mr. Oglesby
were elected at the school election.
Oscar Miller, has quit school
and gone to farming.
Our faithful mail carrier, Mr.
Long, has moved to his claim.
Mrs. Ross Ball is expected in
to see her mother in a few davs,
from Oklahoma.
Mark Allen, the champion trapper of this part, caught another
coyote the first ot the week.
Taylor Oglesby and Lewis Taylor were dehorning calves Tuesday and did not get to attend
school.
The farmers are busy preparing
for another crop, success awaits
r
them.
Charles Miller was delivering
grain to Henry Moore, of San Jon,
last week.
Allen has organized a literary
and we predict success.
Allen is in need of a preacher.
Can San Jon spare one part of
the time?

TIPTON NOTES
Mr. E. D. Reed is sporting in
his new car.
Mrs. Ira Stemple and children
were callers in San Jon Monday.
Not many attended the school
election Monday.
Ira Stemple and family R. M.
Taylor and family and Grandpa
nd Grandma Barnett attended the
Easter program at Allen Sunday
and all report a nice time and a
fine dinner11.
Oscar Stemple was breakings
colt for his brother a few days ago.
Sunjie of the boyr from Tipton
will attend court next week, 3oy
Reel enl this week. '.

J

I

New Mexico.

O. W, meets each sec
ond
and
fourth
Donohoo.
R.
P.
Saturday. Visitng
Register
Receiver Felipe Sanchez y Baca. soverigns welcomed.
J. A. Atkins, C. C
C. L. Owen, Clerk.
COUNTY.
QUAY
The following is a list of the
vacant school sections in the
PHYSICIANS HOSPITAL
named county on February
N. M.
ist, '915, which are subject to Herring Bldg., Tucumcari,
is
This
the
to
or
hospital
for
lease
open
pa
agricultural
grazing
tients of all reputable physicians
purposes.
In some cases only parts of sec both surgical and medical cases,
tions'are vacant. The vacant except infectious diseases. Com- area will be furnished upon re.
penent nurses in attendance at all
quest.
Blank applications or further hours.
information in regard to the rental
price will be furnished upon reT & M TIME TABLE.
quest to the Commissioner of Public Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
2
32
2

Cor-

sets Qnaranteed.

JESSE T, WHITE

First District W. B. Rector.
Second District Fred Walther.
Third District T. C. Collins.

Sec.- -

now have a
complete line of
Famous, Warner
Vye

Attorney at Law
Mr.

i
1

ROYAL A. PRENTICE

Ireaiurei Lee G. Pearson.

Probate Judge J. D. Cutlip.
Assessor J. L. Briscoe.

Accept no substitutes.

guaranteed.

...

Cocwty OrriCERS

One Dollar per pair

now Complete.

Dr. W. LEM1NQ.
Practice Limited to
manager
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat

J. T. White, editor and
Foreman
A. F. White

Sec Twp. Rge.
16
6N. 28E

The Crown Overall is the Biggest &
Best made at any price. Our stock

BUILDING

TUCUMCABL

M

53

1J0

Dr. B. F. HERRING.
HERRING

Subicriptioa one dollar per yeni
Advwtiaiag rata
ieatioa.

OfflCE TEL. 100

jM'lNtt

I

1

1

Now On Display

The-W- .

$The finest

and most

Complete line ofSfens

Remember we save Suits, Pants, iHats,
Spring
you money on Grocer- ihfillinary,
eDress oods, Shoes
ies, and give Valuable etc.
Premiums.

I

I

Daily.

No. 41, Passenger West 7:45 p.m
No. 4a, Passenger East 5:15 a.m.

SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY.

to

Daily except Sunday.
No. 91, Local Frt.West 9:10 p.m.
N. ga, Local Frt. East 8:50 a.m.
O.R. DENTON, Agent.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
0940

METHODIST CHURCH
DIRECTORY

MONEY

01.1688

Department of the Interior U. S.
Land Office at Tucumcari, N. M.
March 20. 1915.
' Notice is
hereby given that William
W. Waterfleld, of Plain N. M., who,
on August 11, 1908, made Homestead
and
Entry No, 094fl for Wl-- 2 SE1-on
Section
and
12,
Sept
ESWy.
ember 8, 1910 made Add'I Hd.Entry No.
013688 for
of Sec. 12,Twp. 7N
Range 32 E.N M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
J. C. Trickey U. S. Commissioner
at Grady, N. M. on the 12th day of

Preaching on the First and
Third Sunday, morning and evening, by the pastor,
In connection with the morning
service on the First Sundays will
be the Communion of the Lord's
Supper and a collection for the
poor.
On the Third Sunday at either
service you will place in the small
envelope what offering you are May, 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
making monthly for the pastor's
Edward
0. Davis, B. C. Barker. Wm,
salary.
M. Lancaster, and L. A. Petit all of
Prayer meeting each WednesPlain, New Mexico.
day night.
R. P, Donohoo, Register.
Sunday School every Sunday
morning at Ten Oclock.
4,

Wl-2W- Si

Z.

T. McDaniel, Supt.

SALE BROS. STUDIO

Best equipped studio in this part
of the Southwest.

Kodak finish
a
Mail
us your
ing
speciality.
films. Prompt service. Eastern
Prices.
Tucumcari,

'

and should

New Mexico

semi-annuall-

Department of the Interior, U. S
Land Office at Tucumcari, N. M.,

with

kanj

arms.

OFFER EXTRAORDINARY.

Patterns
Embroidery
FREE-wit- h
a years subscription
to the San Jon Sentinel,' Woman's
World magazine,
and Fancy
the Bisley Matches of the Britiih
Work magazine, all three a year
National Rifle Association
the
for only f 1.25, to old or nsw subbiggest rifle match in the world the .22
rifle and Savage amscribers, or renewals. These SupSavage
munition in the hands of Mr. Walter erior Transfer Patterns are the
Winans on July 2$, 1914, 'made the best and the
simplest on the marhighest possible score on the Running
transferred to
ket,
instantly
being
Deer target six straight 5's. This is
material
without
the least bit
any
record.
World's
of trouble. Each pattern can be
On thf bum day, with 'St tame rifl and ammunition, Mr. Winam nude the highest possible used from 6 to 8 times and transcore on the Running Wild Boar tirirt six
fers direct to the cloth. In addistraight 51. Another World's record.
Thai merely clinches what other shooters hart tion to the above you get an
eight
that the Imp's wonderful accuracy (15
proved
page Booklet giving complete
consecuthre shots in a
circle at 500 yards),
tremendous velocity (1800 feet more than half course in embroidery
illustrated
a mile a second), long point blank range
d
full
with
of
directions
27
working
than
three
and
lea
trifling
inches),
trajectory
recoil (4.6 foot pounds) make h easier to hit all the
stitches and desprincipal
moving game with than any other rifle.
of each stitch making emAnd k has killed Alaskan Brown Bear, Grizdy, cription
Buffalo, and
tiger, besides the deer
broidery so simple that any child
and black bear, it was originally designed fat.
can do it. If you bought any of
Write as for particulars about "the biggest
these transfer patterns from a
Stile gun In the world."
fancy work store they would cost
SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY
you from 10 to 30 cents each.
UTICA.N.Y.
Call at this office and see the
magazines and let us explain this
offer more fully to you.
Hi-PowHi-Pow-

April 5, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Clar

y.

nave a Deautitui JturcK piano m your otrn home fev 30
d'ys free trial
we hk is tnat you will play rpon, Ui(
yajriuS HiiyiuiDg in auvauge.
this piano for 30 dnya. If, at the end cf that tiinn, vm ! not iluJ it tin
ii'i'-agrade, sjwcctvHt toned and 1'nest piano in every way', .hat. von have evei
i"jn lor tue money, yon are at perfect liberty to eeml it hack, nnri
will in !.,.,
v nt, pay the
freight loth ways. This Starch Fiauo wait t.uke p,o& with you.
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Easy PgyttERta
You pay no cadi cV.,ti, but a:ter 13
ilnya
ef trial, you can besHn
mi the loiv-eseldest tarma ver panint
a
U(f(;'ite'l hy
piano
manufacturer. Tliesu Kit.u ore
to
suit your convenient, anj yn car arruiyil
y
lot vut home, without ml.sir.f tilt money.pM0

Sl.'iuw
mt.mk to ft:rnish

c
pla.ni.
i.i.ino r tlie muniy than yon mrt
anu"c l of revrivinir
it". Yuu
":.lie:i.ctory hWtct tlnul durable l.ifch snulo
;.'t.o.
,

Gaarantee

25-Ye- ar

Evrr Stard:

Piano 1c pmr-itic- il
23 yra.-s-.
TMs
.I'liran'ee lisa luck of It tile
of an
iTiiiration
".f r'wpou.lH- - piano home,
. imam
wliat it nays.

"Vse Music Lcssoas
' very purchaser of 8lork

'

we pivn tree 50 music
in on? cf thj best
n
sc'iooli In Chicago.
'
these lessons In your

int,

hy null.
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2nd Hand Rargaios

V'o lmvs

en hund ft
lur'i: number u( sitoiul limu nwra,.!
of all ( ! lard waken tmrni iu
f r :;:w
chi?i3
Vauun ami

riayer.l'iaiios.

Knabe

$1?!SC0

Steinway'.'

C'J.C'J

Emerson
Kimball
Sturck

150.00
95 00
198.00

for our hti.ut
liirnaiii list.
EcnJ

Starck Fuyer-P- i
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ence E. Richardson, of San Jon, New
Mexico, who, on May 10, 1911, made Enlarged Homestead Entry No. 014466,
forNEMSec. 20,and the SE1-- 4 Sec. )
17 Township 11 N, Range 34E, N. M. P
Merdlan, has filed notice ot Intention to make final three year I
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Jesse T.
White, U. S. Commissioner at San
Jon, N. M., on the 14th day of
I
May 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas M. Abbott, and Delton
Jenkins, of Revuelto N. M. Thomas
W. Jennings, and R. C. Mundell. of
San Jon, N.Mex.
R. P. Donohoo Register
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with the 22 Savage
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Mr. and Mrs. Pryor attended the
meeting on the plains Sunday.
Preaching at the school house next
Sunday, come out.
The Coffman family have had
the sore eyes but are about well
new.

Applications received tor loans
J 1 00. 03 to 1 1 0.000. 00, on
improved and unimproved town
property and farm lands. Interest
8 per cent straight. Interest payable annually or
Time: one to ten. years.
Applicants for loans will please give description, location, and valuation
of property offered as security for
loan. State improvements and
value of same.
We want county representatives
to receive applications for loans,
appraise property, and serve as
Atour exclusive representative.
real
or
man
estate
torney
prefer
red. Applicants for loans, and
applicants for agencies positively
required to furnish at least two
character references and forward
postage, five ac stamps, for application blanks, full particulars,
and prompt reply. Write Southern Office, Southeastern Mortgage
Loan Assn., Fourth Nat'l Bank
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. ,
from

Two World's Records

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

LOAN
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Waller Winans. Esq:
Th4 mast famous shot
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FOR PUBLICATION

014127

015525
of the Interior U. 8. Land
Tucumcari, New Mexico
March 20. 1915.
NOTICE is hereby given that Rich--

Department of the Interior, United Department
Mates Land Office at Tucumiari
Office at
New Mexico, March 20,

1H15.
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to the land above described, before
JesRe T. White, U. S. Commissioner.
at Ban Jon, New Mexico, on the Utb

Claimant names as witnesses:
Luther Martin, R. C. Mundell, Price
day of May, 1915.
Cresap, and T. W. Jennings, all of
Claimant names as witnesses:
San Jon New Mexico.
L, A. Shlplet and J. T. King of Lo
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
gau K. M. F. D. Pullen and C. A.
fiodgers of Revuelto, New Mexico.
Subscribe tor the Sentinel
R. P. Dnoohoo,
Register,

